
Presenting information for consent and control
When providing information for consent or control options apps, there are different approaches to designing them. 
These depend not only on the functions of the apps but also on our understanding of usability regarding “Choice 
architecture”. This refers to the way choices are presented to users including aspects of spatial arrangements, 
number of choices, descriptions and defaults.

Do I convey information, entice a specific action or take options off my customers hands?

- Concealing or hiding information. Under the guise of usability meaning quick, the argument is usually that having 
few options is a relief for users. If a program is deemed "self-explanatory" no further effort is made to make it 
accessible for others. Traditionally, in UX design, the argument against products with a high degree of control 
options is that those are supposedly not as usable or not suitable for everyone.

- Transparency of information.  With reference to the value of transparency - an ostensibly neutral way of 
presenting information is performed. e.g. general terms and conditions that include very long, legally correct texts. 
It usually runs into the problem / bias of "too much information". So while this caters to the needs of people who 
want to know it all it is a problem for people with less resources. In addition offering options is not yet enough for 
meaningful objections if people are not empowered to make those choices. 

- "Nudging" - an educational design of options to entice certain attitudes e.g. highlighting agree as opposed to 
disagree in cookie consent forms. This generally serves the business interests of the providers. It can also be used 
to create friction ie. only being able to confirm T&Cs after reading them.

To what extent can users be empowered to make their own decisions ?

Above methods show the knowledge and experience advantage of the designing persons over possible users. 
Whether the intended users want to have a lot or little information displayed, is not a choice they can make but 
something that is made for them. Interest in different variants of control is also rarely assumed or designed. 
Instead, the idea that there is one best possible solution for everyone often prevails.

We are thus facing a dilemma situation for consent – or software structures to document consent to data 
collection and usage – on the one side meaningful consent hardly takes place and control options are usually 
insufficient. On the other side a granularity of options, more texts to read or more technical options can make 
being responsible too great of an individual burden and lead to resignation against the technical possibilities.

Educating users could mean working with them in a joint process to develop knowledge and exercise freedom. For 
an empowering relationship between designers and users, designers have the responsibility to thinks about their 
users freedom of choice. Without empowering structures, individual users will not be able to meaningfully consent 
and control. This raises the question of how designers can create those. 

Ideas could include ensuring feedback loops from users to designers, more granularity of options, design of texts 
according to different modes of learning and on different knowledge levels, context specific presentation or time 
sensibility and options to be reminded in a specific time frame. 



“Taking responsibility does not mean always doing everything right, but asking the right questions and confronting
but asking the right questions and confronting the consequences of one's own actions. Make yourself
be aware of how much you are not aware of and act accordingly.” (Leena Simon "Digital maturity”)

How do we find a balance between too much information or too few options in our project? 

How can empowering structures be integrated into our software?
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